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	Part I: Neurology
	Chapter 1: Headache
	What is the headache like?
	Ask about associated symptoms
	Take a good medical history, focusing on the following
	Perform a thorough PE, looking for the following signs
	Headache
	Rule out life-threatening causes first
	Once you have ruled out these serious causes of headaches, the remaining diagnoses are most likely either sinusitis, tension headache, cluster headache, or migraine headache
	Consider a stat head CT
	Consider lumbar puncture if CT is negative with no evidence of increased intracranial pressure and there is clinical suspicion of meningitis, subarachnoid hemorrhage, or altered mental status
	Treat the underlying cause

	Chapter 2: Altered Mental Status
	Ask the family, witnesses, or the pt if the onset was sudden
	Has the pt had any memory loss, difficulty with activities of daily living (e.g., cooking, finances), missing appointments, and inaccurate or inappropriate answers to questions?
	Does the pt have any conditions that are potential causes for delirium?
	Perform a focused PE, looking for red flags for reversible causes of AMS
	Perform a Folstein mini-mental status exam
	Altered Mental Status
	Differential diagnosis
	Obtain following laboratories for all pts with AMS
	If clinically warranted, consider ordering the following studies
	If you suspect chronic alcoholism or malnourishment, consider empirically treating with 100 mg of thiamine IV first, followed by one ampule of 50% dextrose
	If you suspect an overdose of opiates or benzodiazepines, consider empirically treating with the following
	For pts who are altered and agitated, you may use Haldol 5 mg IM
	If the pt is definitely delirious, consider maintaining light in the pt’s room and keep a large, updated calendar and clock on the wall
	For pts with dementia, consider starting a cholinesterase inhibitor and discuss with the pt’s family regarding chronic care
	If all of the above laboratory tests are negative, a psychiatry consult is indicated

	Chapter 3: Syncope
	Does the pt report a loss of consciousness?
	Does the pt report any symptoms before loss of consciousness?
	Does the pt report any precipitating factors?
	Does pt give history of a seizure disorder?
	Were there any witnesses?
	Review medications
	Does the pt report a family history with similar or cardiac symptoms?
	Review vital signs
	Perform PE
	Review the results of the CBC
	Check the comprehensive metabolic panel
	Consider urine toxicology screen
	Consider ABG
	Consider pregnancy test in women of childbearing age
	Consider ECG
	Consider CXR
	Syncope
	Etiologies
	Differential diagnosis
	Admit pts with any of the following for monitoring
	Perform further diagnostic workup if cardiac etiology is suspected
	If you suspect orthostatic hypotension, address volume status
	If you suspect neurocardiogenic-mediated etiology in a pt with normal ECG and no evidence of heart disease, obtain tilt table testing
	If you suspect neurologic disease, consider CT head or EEG
	If you suspect psychiatric etiology and previous etiologies have been ruled out, consult psychiatry

	Chapter 4: Stroke
	Are there any focal neurologic symptoms?
	When was the onset of the neurologic symptoms?
	Review the pt’s history for risk factors for ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke
	Conduct a focused PE, concentrating on the neurologic exam
	Obtain and review emergent head CT without IV contrast
	Perform lumbar puncture in pts with normal head CT
	Laboratory workup
	Conduct imaging workup, as well
	Stroke, sometimes referred to as a cerebrovascular accident
	Be sure to further classify the stroke based on available findings
	Protect the pt in the initial moments
	Monitor blood pressure
	Give thrombolytics in pts with suspected ischemic stroke and without evidence of hemorrhagic stroke
	Follow up treated pts
	For pts with hemorrhagic stroke
	After pt is stabilized, image with MRI and institute physical and occupational therapy

	Chapter 5: Seizure
	What were the pt’s symptoms (ask pt, family, or witnesses)?
	Is there any past medical history that can cause seizures?
	What medicines is the pt taking?
	Review vital signs
	Perform PE
	Review laboratory tests
	Obtain relevant imaging studies
	Obtain lumbar puncture in pts with normal head CT
	Obtain an EEG
	Seizure
	Differential diagnosis
	Begin by stabilizing the pt. This includes managing the oral airway, administering oxygen, and giving thiamine 100 mg IV followed by dextrose 50 g IV once
	Give a benzodiazepine
	Treat or correct the underlying disorders
	Then, provide phenytoin as acute or chronic therapy of seizures
	For refractory seizures, give phenobarbital
	The pt can be maintained on many other medications as an outpatient, including valproic acid, carbamazepine, gabapentin, topiramate, and lamotrigene

	Chapter 6: Vertigo
	Is there an exaggerated sense of motion or motion when there is no motion at all?
	Is the onset sudden? Is it associated with nausea, vomiting, difficulty walking or standing, tinnitus, or hearing loss?
	Have the symptoms developed gradually?
	How long do the episodes last? Are there auditory symptoms present?
	Perform a focused neurologic exam
	Vertigo
	Possible peripheral causes include
	Possible central causes
	Differential diagnosis
	Treat according to working diagnosis. For any diagnosis, consider consulting an otolaryngologic specialist to evaluate the pt 
	Positional vertigo
	Meniere disease
	Perilymphatic fistula
	Provide general symptomatic relief from vertiginous episodes


	Part II: Pulmonary
	Chapter 7: Community-Acquired Pneumonia
	What are the pt’s symptoms?
	When was the onset of symptoms?
	What are the pt’s age, gender, and comorbidities?
	Is there any history of recent aspiration?
	Does the pt seem able to comply with outpatient antibiotic therapy?
	Review vital signs
	Perform a thorough pulmonary examination
	Obtain a CBC, Chem 7, CXR, and ABG
	Obtain a sputum sample for Gram stain and culture before administering antibiotics
	Community-Acquired Pneumonia
	Assess PORT risk classification
	Differential diagnosis
	Treat pts in risk classes I to III with outpatient antibiotic therapy and follow up
	Admit pts in risk class IV to the inpatient medical ward, culture, and treat with broad-spectrum antibiotics
	Admit pts in risk class V to the intensive care unit, culture, and treat with broad-spectrum antibiotics
	Later, tailor antibiotic treatment based on sputum culture and sensitivities
	Provide high-risk pts with prophylaxis from infections with pneumococcal and influenza vaccines
	Consider CXR follow-up in 6 wks

	Chapter 8: Asthma
	Does the pt have episodic dyspnea, cough, wheezing, and/or chest tightness?
	How often do symptoms occur? Do they occur at night?
	How often is the pt admitted to the ER for asthma? Has the pt been intubated?
	Does the pt have exposure to possible triggers of asthma?
	Conduct a PE and ABG to classify the severity of the current asthma exacerbation (Table 3) 
	Order a chest x-ray
	Asthma
	Differential diagnosis
	If the pt is not currently having an asthma exacerbation, or if it is mild, prescribe the appropriate medications based on the severity of the asthma
	Admit pts with evidence of moderate to severe asthma exacerbation to the hospital
	Intubate those pts with severe asthma with poor or slow response to treatment and start mechanical ventilation
	Discharge when
	Prescribe a dose of oral prednisone tapered from 60 mg po qd over the next 5 days

	Chapter 9: Tuberculosis
	Does the pt have risk factors for contracting tuberculosis (TB)?
	Does the pt come from Latin America or Southeast Asia? Does he or she have a history of previous incomplete treatment for TB? Has he or she had exposure to someone with documented drug-resistant TB?
	Does the pt have symptoms consistent with TB?
	Perform PE
	Obtain CXR
	If you suspect active TB, order a sputum sample with a smear for acid-fast bacilli (AFB) and culture for TB. Repeat twice more every 8 hrs for a total of three specimens
	Place a tuberculin skin test in relevant individuals
	Tuberculosis
	Differential diagnosis
	Immediately isolate those you suspect of having active TB
	Begin treatment for those with active TB
	Begin treatment for those with latent TB (PPD+, CXR negative, or with evidence of old disease)

	Chapter 10: Pulmonary Embolism
	Does the pt exhibit any suggestive symptoms?
	Does the pt have any risk factors for deep vein thrombosis (DVT)?
	Perform physical exam
	Obtain an ECG
	Obtain CXR
	Perform an arterial blood gas (ABG)
	Send serum for D-dimers (the products made by Factor XIII when clot is formed)
	Obtain a ventilation-perfusion (V/Q) scan
	A good alternative to the V/Q scan is the computed tomography pulmonary angiogram of the chest. It can be used even if the CXR is abnormal
	A good adjunctive study is the venous duplex ultrasound of the legs
	Rarely, a pulmonary angiogram will be necessary
	Pulmonary Embolism
	Differential diagnosis
	Give pt supplemental oxygen
	If PE likely, begin anticoagulation with heparin, unfractionated
	Once heparin started, start concurrent warfarin therapy
	Consider low-molecular-weight heparin injections in place of warfarin in pregnancy
	Consider thrombolytic therapy with alteplase, streptokinase, or urokinase in pts with documented PEs who are hemodynamically unstable
	Monitor pts on heparin for heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and bleeding. Consider inferior vena cava filter placement for pts with contraindications to anticoagulation

	Chapter 11: Interstitial Lung Disease
	Is there any progressive dyspnea and nonproductive cough?
	Are there any occupational and environmental exposures?
	Is there a history of granulomatous lung diseases?
	What are the pt’s past and current medication?
	Is there any history of connective tissue disorders?
	Is there any exposure to radiation?
	Ausculate the lungs
	Observe for evidence of hypoxemia
	Observe any evidence of right-sided heart failure
	Review the CXR
	Perform an ABG and pulmonary function test (PFT)
	Interstitial Lung Disease
	Other forms of ILD include
	Differential diagnosis
	Perform workup to discover cause of ILD
	Begin by treating both the underlying pathophysiology and providing symptomatic relief
	If an autoimmune cause is suspected, corticosteroids will likely be necessary
	If the disease persists, consider cyclophosphamide
	Make arrangements for lung transplantation in pts with progressive or end-stage ILD

	Chapter 12: Solitary Pulmonary Nodule
	Does the pt smoke cigarettes? If so, for how many years and how many packs smoked per day?
	Ask if the pt has any other history of cancer
	Ask if the pt has any history of tuberculosis, coccidiomycoses, histoplasmosis, or sarcoidoisis
	Has the pt had any fevers, night sweats, or weight loss?
	What is the pt’s age?
	PE will usually reveal nonspecific findings. Nevertheless, note the following
	Obtain CXR
	High-resolution computed tomography of the chest can provide additional clues of etiology and guide management
	Consider performing a PET scan if available
	Solitary Pulmonary Nodule
	Pts with a low probability of malignancy can be followed with serial CXRs every 3 months for the first year and then every 6 months for the second year
	Pts with a high probability of malignancy can proceed directly to surgical resection without biopsy, so long as it is not contraindicated
	The remaining pts with intermediate probability will have to undergo biopsy for definitive diagnosis. Each method has its own benefits and risks


	Part III: Cardiology
	Chapter 13: Chest Pain Evaluation
	Have the pt describe the pain and where it is located
	What potential risk factors does the pt have for these diseases?
	Perform a physical exam focused on potential cardiac and pulmonary causes
	Chest pain
	Order a CXR and stat ECG
	Begin immediate empiric treatment based on working diagnosis

	Chapter 14: Stable Angina
	Is the pt’s pain quality and duration characteristic of stable angina?
	Is the pain precipitated consistently with the same amount of exertion?
	What makes the discomfort better?
	Does the pt have any cardiac risk factors?
	Perform a PE
	Obtain an ECG
	Consider a stress ECG, echocardiography, or scintigraphic imaging of the heart
	Stable Angina
	Treat acute symptoms with sublingual nitroglycerin
	If asymptomatic, give pharmacologic treatment to prevent further episodes of angina
	Modify cardiac risk factors
	Consider revascularization for pts who still have symptoms despite maximum medical therapy, in post-MI or unstable angina pts with evidence of ischemia despite symptom control

	Chapter 15: Acute Coronary Syndrome
	Ask the pt to describe the chest pain
	Does the pain radiate to any other part of the body?
	Does the pt have any other symptoms associated with the pain?
	Has the pt ever smoked?
	Does the pt have a history of any other medical problems?
	Does the pt have any family history of heart disease?
	Determine the age and sex of the pt
	Perform a focused PE, looking for the following symptoms consistent with ACS
	Obtain a stat ECG
	Send serum for stat cardiac enzymes
	Obtain a stat chest radiograph
	Acute Coronary Syndromes
	Classification of ACSs
	Differential diagnosis
	All pts with suspected ACS should be placed on a monitor and begin immediate medical therapy with
	For ST-elevation MIs, arrange for immediate cardiac catheterization
	With non-ST-elevation MIs or unstable angina, treat medically (see first statement above)

	Chapter 16: Congestive Heart Failure
	Does the pt have symptoms of congestive heart failure (CHF)?
	What amount of exertion induces these symptoms?
	If the pt has been stable, has there been a rapid deterioration in condition?
	Is there any history of hypertension, dilated or restrictive cardiomyopathy, aortic stenosis, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, myocarditis, or left-sided infarction?
	Is there any history of mitral stenosis, pulmonary hypertension, endocarditis of tricuspid or pulmonary valve, or right ventricular infarction?
	Review vital signs
	Look for signs of left-sided heart failure
	Look for signs of right-sided heart failure
	Review ECG for signs of CHF
	Obtain an echocardiogram
	Congestive Heart Failure
	NYHA Classification
	Differential diagnosis
	Reduce excess intravascular volume
	Reduce afterload
	Reduce preload
	Increase cardiac contractility
	Ensure proper oxygenation
	When stable, consider addition of low-dose β-blocker (carvedilol) and increase as tolerated
	Outpatient therapy should consist of furosemide, ACE inhibitors, and a < 2g/day sodium-restricted diet

	Chapter 17: Systolic Murmur
	Does the pt have any risk factors for aortic stenosis (AS)?
	Does the pt have any risk factors for mitral valve regurgitation?
	Does the pt have angina, syncope, or congestive heart failure?
	Are there other medical problems that increase the risk of a systolic murmur?
	Perform a careful exam of the heart. Note where the murmur is best appreciated
	Note if the murmur increases with inspiration
	Note if the murmur is crescendo-decrescendo or holosystolic
	Note any preceding midsystolic click or pop
	Have the pt perform the Valsalva maneuver and note if the murmur changes
	Note any change with squatting
	Continue listening to the pt’s heart as he or she goes from squatting to standing
	Continue auscultation while pt performs an isometric handgrip
	Continue auscultation through the respiratory cycle
	Note if the murmur radiates anywhere
	Note any changes with passive straight-leg raise
	Palpate the carotid or any other central pulse
	Systolic murmur
	Differential diagnosis
	If you suspect anything other than a flow murmur, order an echocardiogram of the heart
	For pts with aortic stenosis
	For pts with mitral regurgitation
	For pulmonic stenosis and tricuspid regurgitation
	For ventricular septal defects
	For all pts with pathologic murmurs, prescribe antibiotic prophylaxis for dental procedures

	Chapter 18: Diastolic Murmur
	Does the pt have any risk factors for aortic regurgitation (AR)?
	Does the pt have any risk factors for mitral stenosis (MS)?
	Listen to the heart murmur. Note where it is best appreciated
	Note if the murmur increases with inspiration
	Note if the murmur is high- or low-pitched
	Note change with squatting. AR murmur should increase
	Note change with isometric handgrip
	Note change with breathing
	Note change with passive, straight-leg raise
	Look for evidence of mitral stenosis
	Look for evidence of aortic regurgitation
	Review CXR
	Diastolic murmur
	Differential diagnosis
	Order an echocardiogram of the heart
	If the echo reveals aortic regurgitation, begin with medical therapy
	If medical therapy fails, or if the pt has acute AR with left ventricular failure, either systolic or diastolic, call a cardiothoracic surgery consult
	If the echo reveals MS, again begin with medical therapy
	Call a cardiothoracic surgery consult if mitral valve area is < 0.7 cm or if symptoms persist on maximal medical therapy
	Prescribe antibiotic prophylaxis for these pts for all dental procedures

	Chapter 19: Atrial Fibrillation
	Is the pt experiencing an irregular heart rhythm or palpitations?
	Are there symptoms of shortness of breath, chest pain, or altered mental status?
	Does the pt have a history of hypertension, coronary artery disease, valvular heart disease, atrial septal defect, hyperthyroidism, pericarditis, or chest surgery?
	Is the pt taking any medications? Does he or she use any drugs or alcohol?
	Does the pt have a history of congestive heart failure, diabetes, hypertension, valvular disorders, or prior stroke? Is he or she older than 75 years of age?
	Perform a focused PE
	Examine the ECG
	Review the CXR
	Atrial fibrillation with or without rapid ventricular response
	Differential diagnosis
	If the pt is hemodynamically unstable or has pulmonary edema, he or she should be admitted and urgently cardioverted, first electrically and then chemically if unsuccessful
	If the pt is stable and has a rapid ventricular response, use medications to control the rate
	Anticoagulate those pts at risk for thromboembolism

	Chapter 20: Pericarditis
	Ask the pt to describe the chest pain
	Does the pt have any medical history associated with pericarditis?
	Review VS
	Observe the neck veins
	Auscultate the heart
	Obtain an ECG
	Obtain a stat CXR
	Pericarditis
	Differential diagnosis
	An echocardiogram should be urgently ordered if there is any suggestion of pericardial effusion, to assess for the possibility of pericardial temponade
	Otherwise, treat the underlying problem For suspected viral or post-MI pericarditis, start aspirin, up to 900 mg po tid, or another NSAID
	If you suspect tuberculous pericarditis, perform a purified protein derivative test. If positive, drain pericardial fluid. If no acid-fast bacilli are present and you still suspect TB, biopsy the pericardium for granulomata
	For uremic pericarditis, begin daily dialysis for 2 wks. Recheck and perform an echocardiogram at that time
	If the pt has a known malignancy and you suspect neoplastic pericardial effusion, drain the fluid and perform a cytologic study. Consider a partial pericardectomy

	Chapter 21: Preoperative Cardiac Clearance
	Has the pt undergone recent cardiac revascularization (either angioplasty or coronary artery bypass graft) within the last 5 years?
	Has the pt had a coronary angiogram or stress test in the last 2 years?
	Is there any history of major clinical predictors of perioperative risk?
	Are there any intermediate clinical predictors of perioperative risk?
	Are there any minor clinical predictors?
	What is the pt’s functional capacity?
	What type of elective surgery is the pt having?
	Obtain an ECG, fasting glucose, Hgb A1C, and creatinine. Note age and BP
	—y/o pt with (major/intermediate/minor) predictors of perioperative cardiac events scheduled for (high/intermediate/low) risk surgery
	Refer all pts with major clinical predictors for coronary angiogram before surgery
	Recommend that pts without major but with intermediate clinical predictors with at least MODERATE functional capacity (> 4 METs) can undergo low- to intermediate-risk surgeries without further testing
	Refer pts without major but with intermediate predictors with at least MODERATE functional capacity going for high-risk surgeries for noninvasive testing first, such as exercise or pharmacologic stress testing
	Also refer pts without major but with intermediate clinical predictors with LOW functional capacity (< 4 METs) for noninvasive testing
	Pts without major or intermediate predictors with at least MODERATE functional capacity may proceed to the OR without further testing
	Pts without major or intermediate predictors with LOW functional capacity undergoing high-risk surgeries should undergo noninvasive testing first; for low- or intermediate-risk surgeries, the pt may proceed to the OR without further testing


	Part IV: Gastroenterology
	Chapter 22: Epigastric Pain
	Obtain a detailed history regarding the quality and timing of pain
	What is the relationship between food and pain, if any?
	Is there any relief with antacid use?
	Is the pt experiencing heartburn or sharp, rising pain in chest?
	What medicines is the pt taking? Do they include any NSAIDs?
	Ask about any associated symptoms that may raise red flags to rule out cancer
	Any diarrhea, weight loss, or abdominal mass associated with PUD-type symptoms?
	Is there any associated nausea or vomiting?
	Is the pt having problems with swallowing? Are liquids easier than solids, or are they the same?
	Has the pt had any prior radiation therapy to the chest?
	Perform a focused PE
	Check labs
	Obtain an upright CXR
	Obtain an ECG
	If the diagnosis is unclear, perform a barium swallow study
	Epigastric pain 
	Differential diagnosis includes
	Pts with the alarm symptoms listed above should undergo immediate esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD)
	Call an immediate surgery consult for pts with suspected perforated ulcer. For all other pts with ulcers on EGD or suspected ulcers by H & P, start an 8-wk course of a proton pump inhibitor
	Check pts for infection with Helicobacter pylori
	Treat H. pylori if found
	If you suspect esophageal stricture, the pt will need an EGD
	Treat all pts with suspected GERD with either a PPI or an H blocker

	Chapter 23: Pancreatitis
	Ask the pt to describe the pain
	Are there any associated symptoms?
	Is there any alcohol history?
	Does the pt have a history of elevated cholesterol?
	Has the pt had recent abdominal surgery or blunt trauma to the abdomen?
	What medicines is the pt taking?
	Has the pt had any symptoms of infection recently?
	Has there been any unexplained weight loss?
	Is there a history of gallstones?
	Has the pt recently had an endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreaticogram (ERCP)?
	Is the pt a pregnant or recently pregnant female?
	Perform a focused PE
	Obtain Labs
	Obtain appropriate imaging studies
	Pancreatitis
	Keep the pt NPO
	Relieve pain with meperidine or morphine sulfate
	Replace fluid losses secondary to third spacing
	If pt becomes unstable, transfer to the ICU. Monitoring and intubation and, rarely, IV antibiotics may be necessary
	Consider ERCP if pt has severe pancreatitis or also has cholangitis
	Pts with gallstone pancreatitis will need cholecystectomy
	Pts with alcohol-induced pancreatitis should abstain from drinking
	Treat hyperlipidemia
	Place pts with chronic pancreatitis on oral enzyme supplements

	Chapter 24: Right Upper Quadrant Pain
	Ask the pt to describe the pain
	Are there any associated symptoms?
	Is there any relationship of pain with food?
	Is the pt an alcohol drinker and has he or she had any alcohol intake recently?
	What medications is the pt taking?
	Has the pt had any prior surgeries?
	Has there been any recent travel to a third world nation?
	Has the pt had any unintentional weight loss?
	Is there any clay-colored stool or tea-colored urine?
	If female, what is the menstrual history?
	Has there been any history of heart disease?
	Any cough, chest pain, shortness of breath?
	Perfrom a focused PE
	Obtain these labs
	Obtain radiologic studies
	Right upper quadrant pain
	Differential diagnosis includes
	Begin with supportive care
	Call surgery if pt has acute abdomen or signs of obstruction
	Treat based on the underlying disorder

	Chapter 25: Abnormal Liver Tests
	Does the pt have any other symptoms of biliary disease?
	Are there any risk factors for hepatitis?
	What medications is the pt taking?
	Does the pt drink alcohol?
	Has the pt traveled to or emigrated from a third world nation?
	Has there been any recent unexplained weight change?
	Does the pt have diabetes, high cholesterol, and/or obesity?
	Is there any family history of liver disease?
	Does the pt have a history of any autoimmune disease?
	Check the VS
	Physical evidence of liver disease on the general exam includes
	Signs of liver disease on the abdominal exam include
	Send blood for liver function tests, viral hepatits panel, an antinuclear antibody (ANA) and an anti-smooth muscle antibody (ASMA), serum iron studies, α1-antitrypsin level, and a serum ceruloplasmin level
	Obtain an ultrasound of the right upper quadrant
	Liver disease
	Differential diagnosis of hepatocellular injury
	Differential diagnosis of cholestatic injury
	For most liver diseases, pts will require supportive care and close observation
	For pts with cirrhosis or genetic lesions that will cause cirrhosis, consider transplant
	Give Vitamin K for pts with elevated PT/PTT
	All pts with elevated liver enzymes should be instructed to refrain from alcohol
	Repeat abnormal liver tests every 6 months. If no diagnosis is evident, pt may need biopsy

	Chapter 26: Hepatitis
	Is the pt having any symptoms commonly associated with hepatitis?
	Are there any risk factors for hepatitis?
	Does the pt have a history of hepatitis in the past?
	Has the pt received any vaccinations for a hepatitis virus?
	Does the pt have a history of any autoimmune diseases?
	Has the pt recently consumed alcohol?
	Is the pt from, or has he or she recently traveled to, a third world nation?
	Is the pt taking or receiving any medications?
	Perform a thorough PE
	Serum markers for hepatitis are imperative for making the diagnosis
	Check markers of hepatocyte inflammation
	Hepatitis
	Differential diagnosis of acute hepatitis
	Differential diagnosis of chronic hepatitis
	Key points with regard to these diagnoses
	Hospitalize only for inability to tolerate oral intake or if you suspect fulminant hepatitis
	For fulminant hepatitis, consider ICU monitoring
	For pts with chronic hepatitis, advise them to refrain from alcohol consumption
	Check liver tests, α-fetal protein, and ultrasound every 6 months to monitor for cirrhosis or malignancy. Refer pts with HBV or HCV to hepatology

	Chapter 27: Cirrhosis
	Does the pt have any history of drinking alcohol?
	Is there a family history of liver cirrhosis?
	Has the pt had increased itching?
	Does the pt take oral contraceptives or is there a history of a hypercoaguable state?
	Ask about more unusual potential diagnoses
	Perform a generalized PE
	Perform lab analyses to aid in diagnosis
	Follow-up with lab analyses to aid in management
	Obtain a right upper quadrant (RUQ) ultrasound
	If unsure of diagnosis, obtain a liver biopsy
	Cirrhosis
	All cirrhotics should avoid alcohol. If etiology is known, treat the underlying disorder
	If ascites is present, perform a paracentesis to rule out spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP)
	Obtain a serum ascites albumin gradient
	Restrict dietary sodium to less than 2 g or 88 mmol per day
	Give oral diuretics if ascites is present
	Give lactulose, titrating to three bowel movements per day
	Place the pt on the list to be evaluated for a liver transplant Screen for HCC q 6 months with RUQ ultrasound and serum alpha fetal protein

	Chapter 28: Diarrhea
	How large are the bowel movements? What is the consistency of the stool?
	What are the associated symptoms?
	What did the pt eat recently? What does he or she eat regularly?
	Does fasting improve the diarrhea?
	Is there blood in the stool?
	Is the stool foul smelling or greasy in appearance?
	What medications has the pt been taking?
	Has the pt recently traveled abroad or gone camping?
	Perform a focused PE
	Check stool analyses
	Consider other labs for suspected diagnoses
	Diarrhea
	Differential diagnosis of acute diarrhea. Most are infectious
	Differential diagnosis of chronic diarrhea
	If the pt is dehydrated, admit and begin IV fluid/electrolyte replacement
	Then determine the cause of diarrhea and treat accordingly
	For chronic diarrheas, start oral loperamide as the cause is investigated
	For osmotic diarrheas, dietary changes and oral enzyme therapy may improve symptoms
	For IBD, immunosuppressants and NSAIDs, orally and as enemas, should decrease ulcers
	If a parasitic infection is detected on the stool ova and parasite study, give specific therapy

	Chapter 29: Acute GI Bleed
	Is the pt vomiting bright red blood or something that looks like coffee grounds?
	Did vomiting/retching precede the bleeding?
	Has the pt had any associated symptoms, such as fatigue, dyspnea, or chest pain?
	Does the pt have any risk factors for gastric or duodenal erosions?
	Has the pt vomited blood in the past?
	Has the pt had any black, tarry, foul-smelling stools?
	Has the pt had any frankly bloody stool?
	Was the pt actually vomiting, or did the blood come up with coughing?
	Has the pt had a recent nosebleed and, if so, how did he or she stop it?
	If the pt is actively having hematemesis, perform a rapid, focused PE
	Check labs
	Upper gastrointestinal bleed
	Differential diagnosis includes
	Findings on esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) and risk of rebleeding
	For unstable pts, resuscitate with crystalloid (normal saline or Ringer’s lactate)
	Transfuse pt with packed red blood cells
	Place a nasogastric tube
	Call an emergent GI consult
	Once bleeding has ceased


	Part V: Nephrology
	Chapter 30: Hypertension
	Does the pt have a known history of hypertension (HTN)?
	Does the pt take anything associated with HTN?
	Does the pt have symptoms that suggest secondary causes of HTN?
	Does pt report any risk factors associated with poorer prognosis?
	What is the pt’s blood pressure?
	Look for evidence of end-organ damage
	Perform a fundoscopic exam
	Examine the heart
	Perform a complete neurologic assessment
	Examine the pt for any signs of secondary HTN
	Perform urine and blood tests to screen for secondary causes of HTN or increased risk of poor outcomes
	Perform an ECG
	Hypertension
	Start drug therapy on any pt with at least high normal HTN or greater with target organ disease or cardiovascular disease and/or diabetes
	Encourage lifestyle modifications in pts with high normal BP who do not have diabetes, target organ disease, or cardiovascular disease but have none or one risk factor
	Any pt with stage I HTN with no risk factors or any target organ or cerebrovascular disease should have a trial of 12 months of lifestyle modification
	Start drug therapy in any pt with stage 2 or 3 HTN Attempt to rule out secondary causes of hypertension

	Chapter 31: Acute Renal Failure
	Does the pt report any swelling or edema?
	Has the pt had decreased urine output?
	Any confusion, malaise, muscle cramps, or weakness?
	Does the pt have any heart, liver, or kidney disease?
	Does the pt have a history of kidney stones?
	Does the pt have any history of vomiting, diarrhea, or other volume loss?
	Is the pt taking any nephrotoxic drugs?
	Has the pt had any IV contrast for imaging lately?
	Review VS and perform a full PE, specifically including
	Order strict I/Os and review the numbers
	Check BUN/Cr
	Check serum electrolytes
	Review the pt’s CBC
	Review urinalysis
	Calculate a Fractional Excretion of Sodium (FENa)
	Obtain a renal ultrasound
	Obtain postvoid residual to rule out obstruction
	Acute Renal Failure
	Etiologies
	If prerenal due to hypovolemia, nonoliguric, replace with normal saline
	Monitor fluid status by strict I/O, vital signs, and daily weights
	Treat ATN and rhabdomyolysis with hydration
	Treat ATN and AIN by avoidance or removal of the nephrotoxic agent
	For postrenal failure, place a Foley then identify and remove obstruction
	Refer for emergent dialysis if indicated for severe refractory

	Chapter 32: Chronic Renal Failure
	Does the pt have any personal or family history of kidney disease?
	Does the pt have any symptoms of uremia?
	Does the pt have any history of volume loss?
	Review VS
	Perform PE
	Check BUN and creatinine
	Check Mg2+ and phosphorus
	Check Ca2+
	Check CBC
	Estimate glomerular filtration rate (GFR) with 24-hr urine creatinine and creatinine clearance (renal function)
	Obtain a renal ultrasound
	Review urinalysis
	Check ECG
	Chronic Renal Failure
	Etiologies
	Treat reversible causes of chronic renal insufficiency
	Monitor I/Os
	Prevent hyperkalemia by avoiding foods high in potassium and taking kayexalate when necessary
	Avoid and treat hyperphosphatemia to prevent renal osteodystrophy
	Control HTN and DM to slow progression of renal failure
	Restrict sodium intake and maintain adequate nutrition 
	Treat hyperlipidemia
	Treat anemia with erythropoietin injections (Epogen) 10,000 U SQ 3 times per wk
	Refer for emergent dialysis for severe refractory
	Prevent and treat uremic bleeding
	Treat uremic pruritus with antihistamines 
	Refer early to a nephrologist for evaluation of dialysis

	Chapter 33: Nephrotic Syndrome
	What is the clinical presentation?
	Does pt have any conditions that cause membranous glomerulonephropathy?
	Is the pt on any medications that can cause proteinuria?
	Review VS
	Perform PE
	Repeat U/A to confirm proteinuria on the dipstick
	Check a 24-hr urine protein
	Check BUN and creatinine to look for renal insufficiency 
	Check serum glucose
	Order a lipid panel
	Check serum albumin
	Order tests based on clinical suspicion
	Consider imaging and workup if suspect sequelae of hypercoagulability such as deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, and renal vein thrombosis
	Nephrotic Syndrome
	Etiology
	Differential diagnosis
	Reduce edema with gentle diuresis and salt restriction
	Reduce proteinuria with ACE inhibitors if creatinine permits
	Treat hyperlipidemia with lipid-lowering agents to reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease
	Consult Nephrology for renal biopsy and further workup
	The treatment of nephrotic syndrome depends on the underlying cause
	If renal vein thrombosis is suspected, duplex ultrasound of the kidneys should be ordered. Once confirmed, pt is to be hospitalized and started on heparin

	Chapter 34: Hematuria
	Is the hematuria at the beginning, end, or throughout urination?
	What are the associated symptoms?
	Is the pt menstruating?
	Does the pt have a Foley catheter?
	Is there a family history of kidney disease?
	Did the pt recently have a sore throat?
	What medicine is the pt taking?
	Review VS
	Perform a PE
	Check BUN and creatinine to assess renal function
	Obtain a 24-hr urine with protein and creatinine
	Check PT and PTT to rule out any coagulopathy
	Order a CBC looking for anemia, platelet count, sickle cells
	Check electrolytes including calcium, phosphorus, magnesium
	Review urinalysis
	Check urine culture and sensitivity
	Check renal ultrasound to assess renal size and shape
	Check C4 and C3 complement level
	Order antistreptolysin O or anti-DNAse if poststreptococcal GN is suspected
	Hematuria
	Etiologies
	Other causes of red/orange urine
	If infection is present, treat and then repeat U/A
	Consider c-ANCA if Wegener’s disease is suspected
	Consider cryoglobulin when hepatitis C is positive
	Consider antiglomerular basement membrane antibody when
	Goodpasture’s syndrome is suspected
	Order intravenous pyelogram (IVP) if the above tests are negative
	Obtain abdominal CT if mass is present on ultrasound
	Send urine cytology and order cystoscopy in pts > 40 y/o with a negative urine culture, to look for bladder cancer
	Finally, if you suspect glomerular disease, consider renal biopsy If all of the above tests are negative, consider an angiogram to rule out arteriovenous malformation

	Chapter 35: Hyponatremia
	Does the pt have any history of volume depletion?
	Is the pt on any medications that increase the release of antidiuretic hormone (ADH)?
	Is the pt taking any medications that can enhance the action of ADH?
	Is the pt using any of the vasopression analogs?
	Has the pt recently had surgery?
	Does the pt have any history of congestive heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, or cirrhosis?
	Does the pt have symptoms of adrenal insufficiency or hypothyroidism?
	Is the pt at risk for syndrome of inappropriate ADH (SIADH)?
	Check volume status looking for signs of hypovolemia
	Look for signs of hypervolemia
	Look for any evidence of cirrhosis
	Check serum Na+. If it is < 135 mEq/L, check urine osmolality and electrolytes
	Check serum glucose
	Check BUN and creatinine to assess renal function
	Check serum osmolality
	Calculate sodium deficit
	Check TSH and serum cortisol to rule out hypothyroidism and hypoaldosteronism
	Hypo-osmolar Hyponatremia
	Etiologies
	If hypovolemic hyponatremia, replace fluids with normal saline
	If hypervolemic hyponatremia, restrict Na+ and water intake
	If euvolemic hyponatremia, restrict fluid to 800 to 1000 mL of intake per day
	If the pt has hyponatremia with symptoms such as headache, disorientation, confusion, or seizure, treat with 3% NS until symptom resolve
	If the pt is asymptomatic, correct slowly with fluid restriction

	Chapter 36: Hypernatremia
	Does the pt have any history of volume loss?
	Does the pt have access to water and a normal sense of thirst?
	Is pt on any medications that can cause hypernatremia?
	Does the pt have conditions that can cause central diabetes insipidus?
	Does the pt have nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (DI)?
	Has the pt been drinking salt water or ingesting salt tabs?
	Check BP, heart rate, orthostatics, and I/Os
	Perform a PE
	If Na+ > 145 mEq/L, check serum Ca2+ and K+
	Check urine osmolality
	Check urine sodium
	Consider administering a water deprivation test if you suspect DI
	Hypernatremia
	Etiologies
	If hypovolemic hypernatremia, correct hypovolemia with normal saline (NS)
	Give 500 mL to 1 L NS bolus and recheck. Repeat until hypovolemia resolves
	If the pt has isovolemic hypernatremia, evaluate central versus nephrogenic DI
	Treat central DI with intranasal DDAVP
	Treat nephrogenic DI by removing the offending toxin or medication
	If the pt has hypertonic hypernatremia, identify cause such as hypertonic saline and discontinue it

	Chapter 37: Hypokalemia
	Does the pt have a history of GI potassium loss?
	Is the pt taking any medicines that can cause renal potassium loss?
	Does the pt have any risk factors for transcellular shift of potassium?
	Is the pt losing the potassium from the kidneys?
	Could this pt have hyperaldosteronism?
	Is the pt at risk for magnesium loss?
	Review VS and perform a PE
	Look for ECG changes
	Repeat the potassium to verify the abnormality
	Check BMP, Mg2+, Ca2+, and phosphorus
	Check a CBC
	Check urine potassium
	Consider further workup
	Hypokalemia
	Etiologies
	Eliminate and treat conditions that can cause transcellular shifts of potassium
	Treat low Mg2+ with MgSO4IV or MgO po depending on severity
	In addition to replacing potassium, the underlying cause of hypokalemia should be addressed and corrected as follows
	Treat chronic hypokalemia (like Barter syndrome) with KCl supplement or potassium-sparing diuretics: spironolactone, triamterene, or amiloride
	If hypokalemia is caused by hyperaldosteronism, a CT scan of the abdomen should be ordered to evaluate for adrenal mass

	Chapter 38: Hyperkalemia
	Does the pt have a personal or family history of kidney disease?
	Briefly review the pt’s diet
	Is the pt taking any medications that can cause hyperkalemia?
	Does the patient use albuterol?
	Does the pt have any conditions that could cause hyperkalemia?
	Does the pt have a history of malignancy?
	Is the pt diabetic?
	Is the pt fasting?
	Was it a difficult blood draw?
	Review VS and perform a general PE
	Order an ECG
	Repeat potassium to verify result or see effect of acute treatment
	Check BUN and creatinine to assess renal function
	Check Ca2+ level
	Check CBC for anemia, leukocytosis, and thrombocytosis
	Check U/A
	Check urine potassium
	Consider ordering a blood gas
	Hyperkalemia
	Etiologies
	Differential diagnosis
	Quantify serum potassium level and check an ECG for changes If there are ECG changes, give 10 mL of IV calcium gluconate over 1  minute
	If K+ > 7, place a cardiac monitor and give meds to move K+ intracellularly
	If K+ > 6, place cardiac monitor and give meds to increase K+ excretion
	If K+ does not improve with above management, consult renal for dialysis
	Avoid meds that can cause hyperkalemia, such as NSAIDs and ACE inhibitors
	Avoid foods that contain high K+, including pinto beans, bananas, tomatoes, and orange juice

	Chapter 39: Urinary Tract Infection
	Does the pt have any symptoms of a lower urinary tract infection (UTI)?
	Does the pt have any evidence of an upper UTI?
	Does the pt have any risk factors for UTI?
	Check VS and orthostatics
	Perform a general PE
	Check a urinalysis
	Order a urine Gram stain and culture and sensitivity
	If there is fever, tachycardia, hypotension, flank pain, vomiting, or other signs of systemic or upper UTI, consider blood cultures
	Check the CBC
	Urinary Tract Infection
	Differential diagnosis
	If it is an uncomplicated lower UTI, treat with a three-day course of TMP/SMX
	If there is evidence that the pt has pyelonephritis, treat with 7 days of a quinolone, or 14 days with TMP/SMX, or amoxicillin-clavulanate
	Admit and treat for 1 to 2 days with IV antibiotics if pt has nausea, vomiting, and is unable to keep any liquid down
	If pt continues to have fever after 48 hrs of starting IV antibiotics, consider CT abdomen to rule out renal abscess
	If pt is a male with a UTI, treat with 7 days of antibiotics and perform a urologic workup if no risk factors are present (e.g., unprotected anal intercourse)
	If Candida is cultured from the urine in a pt with a Foley catheter, remove the Foley
	If there is pyuria without bacteruria or hematuria, culture for Chlamydia and gonorrhea. Also consider tuberculosis


	Part VI: Hematology/Oncology
	Chapter 40: Anemia
	Does the pt have any symptoms of anemia?
	Does the pt report blood loss?
	Does the pt have unusual cravings (pica) such as starch, clay, or ice?
	Does a female pt report an abnormal menstrual cycle?
	Does pt have conditions associated with anemia?
	Is there a family history of blood disorders?
	Review medications (some can cause bone marrow suppression)
	Does the pt have VS associated with hemodynamic instability?
	Perform a PE
	Evaluate the results of a CBC with differential
	Look for markers of hemolysis
	Anemia
	Differential diagnosis/Etiology
	If the pt is hemodynamically unstable, admit to a monitored bed
	Place two large-bore IVs, provide aggressive fluid resuscitation, type and cross, and monitor serial CBCs
	If hemodynamically stable, work up the underlying cause and treat it

	Chapter 41: Thrombocytopenia
	Does the pt have bleeding with fever or altered mental status?
	Does the pt report any mucocutaneous bleeding?
	Review medications
	When was the pt’s last alcohol use?
	Does the pt have medical problems associated with low platelets?
	Does the pt report recent blood transfusions or fluid replacement?
	Review VS and perform a PE
	Review the results of a CBC
	Review peripheral smear
	Consider further lab tests
	Consider further imaging
	Thrombocytopenia
	Etiologies
	Differential diagnosis
	Identify and treat hematologic emergencies immediately. Admit the pt to a monitored bed if you suspect any of the following
	Consider the following pentad for diagnosing TTP. You do not need all five to make a diagnosis!
	If high suspicion of TTP, treat with plasmapheresis, prednisone 1 mg/kg, but DO NOT give platelet transfusion unless life threatening
	If high suspicion of ITP, treat with prednisone 1 mg/kg; may use IVIG or WinRho (if Rh-positive) if platelets < 10,000 or < 20,000 with bleeding
	If suspect DIC, identify and treat the underlying etiology
	Consider transfusion of platelets if platelet count is < 10,000 or < 20,000 with evidence of bleeding
	Implement conservative measures in hemodynamically stable pts

	Chapter 42: Polycythemia
	Does the pt report bleeding?
	Does the pt have symptoms related to hyperviscosity?
	Does the pt have pruritus, especially after a warm shower?
	Does the pt report skin changes?
	Does the pt have a medical history suggestive of a secondary cause?
	Is the pt taking any medications?
	Look for VS suggestive of secondary causes of polycythemia
	Perform a PE
	Review the CBC with differential
	What are the results of RBC mass and erythropoietin (EPO) levels?
	Consider checking venous blood gas
	Consider alkaline phosphatase, uric acid, and vitamin B12
	Consider a renal ultrasound or CT abdomen/pelvis
	Consider pulmonary function test and/or sleep study
	Polycythemia
	Etiologies
	Identify pts with secondary causes of polycythemia
	Treat polycythemia vera with pt education and minimize risks of hyperviscosity
	Consider using hydroxyurea (myelosuppressive agent)

	Chapter 43: Coagulopathy
	Does the pt report any easy bleeding?
	Does the pt have a family history of bleeding disorders?
	Does the pt report recent bleeding?
	Does the pt have joint pain?
	Review medications
	Does the pt have risk factors for developing an acquired coagulopathy?
	Does the pt have VS suggestive of infection or sepsis?
	Perform a good general PE, looking specifically for the following
	Review the pt’s CBC
	Evaluate the PT and PTT results
	What do the liver and renal function tests reveal?
	Consider Factor VIII, IX level
	Coagulopathy
	Differential diagnosis
	If you suspect a life-threatening condition, admit the pt to a monitored bed
	Look at a peripheral smear for fragmented RBCs to decide whether this is hemolysis or blood loss
	If you suspect DIC, treat the underlying cause and give necessary supportive care
	After ruling out DIC, consider primary fibrinolysis and uncontrolled bleeding
	Avoid ASA and other antiplatelet factors
	Hemophilia A involves replacement of factor VIII and ddAVP
	Hemophilia B is treated with FFP
	Optimize treatment of liver or renal disease
	Treat Vitamin K deficiency with 10 mg SQ

	Chapter 44: Deep Vein Thrombosis
	Is there any shortness of breath or chest pain?
	Has there been any recent prolonged bed rest or immobility?
	Are there any risk factors for hypercoagulable states?
	Is there a known family history of DVT?
	Are there any prior episodes of a DVT?
	Check VS
	Check pt’s leg(s) for signs of DVT. Physical findings are usually nonspecific
	Perform Duplex ultrasound of affected leg, looking for evidence of DVT
	Check to see if one or both legs are involved
	Deep Vein Thrombosis
	Differential diagnosis
	First, decide whether to anticoagulate this pt
	Otherwise, begin anticoagulation with heparin
	Then, administer oral warfarin
	If anticoagulation is contraindicated, consider vena caval filter placement to prevent a PE
	Send off blood tests to assess for the genetic hypercoagulable states noted above

	Chapter 45: Lymphoma
	Does the pt have any “B” symptoms?
	Does the pt report any painless lymphadenopathy?
	Does the patient have any systemic symptoms?
	Does the pt report pruritus?
	Does the pt report any respiratory symptoms?
	Does pt have abdominal pain?
	Does pt report diffuse body pain with alcohol ingestion?
	Does the pt have any risk factors for HIV?
	Does the pt have a history of a previous infection?
	Is there a history of autoimmune disorders?
	Review VS and perform a PE
	Review CBC with differential
	Look for abnormal liver and renal function tests
	Check a lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and uric acid level
	Evaluate chemistry panel, phosphorus, and calcium
	Consider CXR
	Consider CT of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis
	Consider excisional node biopsy
	Consider bilateral bone marrow biopsy
	Consider lumbar puncture in HIV pts or if you suspect Burkitt’s Consider MUGA scan to evaluate ejection fraction (prechemotherapy)
	Lymphoma
	Identify life-threatening complications
	Identify and treat tumor lysis syndrome promptly
	Treat NHL based on histologic grade
	HL Stages
	Treat HL based on staging

	Chapter 46: Leukemia
	Does the pt have any risk factors for leukemia?
	Is the pt experiencing any systemic symptoms?
	Ask the pt about bruising, epistaxis, gum bleeding, hematochezia, or menorrhagia
	Ask the pt about recurrent infections
	Review VS
	Perform a PE
	Check CBC with differential with a peripheral smear
	Check a complete chemistry panel
	Check PT/PTT, fibrinogen, and D-dimer studies
	Order a CXR
	Perform a bone marrow biopsy
	Leukemia (Table 8)
	Identify and treat hematologic emergencies; admit pt to monitored bed
	Refer all pts to heme, but chemotherapy for ALL generally includes daunorubicin, prednisone, vincristine, and asparaginase
	Most AML therapies include Ara-C + daunorubicin. There is one special case
	For pts with CML, allogenic BMT is the only hope of cure
	In general, there is no cure for CLL. Therapy is indicated only if there is symptomatic lymphadenopathy, organ involvement, cytopenias, or systemic symptoms

	Chapter 47: Breast Mass Evaluation
	Does the pt report changes in a breast mass?
	Does the pt have risk factors for breast cancer?
	Is the pt currently breastfeeding?
	Does the pt give a history of recent trauma to breast?
	Has the pt had a breast surgery?
	Has the pt had menopause or removal of her ovaries?
	Does the pt have VS suggestive of infection such as fever?
	Perform a PE
	Breast mass
	Differential diagnosis of breast mass
	If a questionable mass is found, first do an ultrasound in young women or a mammogram in postmenopausal women
	If a questionable mass is found on imaging or exam, perform a biopsy
	If the mass is suggestive of fibrocystic disease, consider FNA and recommend a supportive bra and avoidance of caffeine. Consider danazol if the pain severe
	If lesion is consistent with fibroadenoma, then nothing needs to be done
	If phyllodes tumor is diagnosed, it should be excised
	If fat necrosis or breast abcess is diagnosed, biopsy should still be performed to confirm diagnosis
	Educate all pts about breast cancer and benign breast masses. Give reassurance when appropriate and explain how to perform breast exams

	Chapter 48: Breast Cancer
	How old is the pt?
	What were the pt’s ages of menarche and menopause (if postmenopausal)?
	Has the pt ever had breast cancer in the past?
	Has the pt ever had a breast biopsy before and, if so, what were the results?
	Has a first-degree relative had breast cancer and, if so, how old was she?
	Has the pt noticed a mass in either breast or puckering or dimpling of the skin?
	Has the pt had any nipple discharge and, if so, what kind?
	Perform a breast exam: visualize the breasts with the arms overhead and on the hips with the shoulders forward, to examine the axillae, and then to palpate the breasts
	Order a mammogram
	Order and follow up on ultrasound-guided needle biopsy results
	Consider ordering the following laboratory analyses
	Continue workup to look for metastases when clinically indicated
	Carcinoma of the breast
	TNM Classification for breast cancer
	Confirm suspected metastases with biopsy; many diseases can mimic metastatic breast on a scan 
	Staging of breast cancer based on TNM classification
	Await tumor histology for other prognostic variables
	Treat based on staging

	Chapter 49: Lung Cancer
	Is there a history of smoking?
	Is there any past exposure to asbestos, radon gas, arsenic, chromium, or nickel?
	Is there a history of pulmonary fibrosis, sarcoidosis, or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease?
	Does the pt have any general or specific symptoms associated with lung cancer?
	Perform a PE
	Obtain a CXR
	Obtain and review chest and liver CT, PET scan, MRI of the brain, and bone scan
	Obtain pathologic tissue evidence of carcinoma
	Carcinoma of the lung
	TNM Classification for non–small cell carcinoma of lung
	Staging of non–small cell carcinoma, based on TNM classification
	Classification for small cell carcinoma of lung
	Differential diagnosis
	For non–small cell carcinoma, treat based on stage
	For stages I or II malignancy, order pulmonary function tests (PFTs) to decide if the pt is capable of living with only one lung. If the PFTs indicate a possibility, arrange for surgical resection
	All stage III pts will require chemotherapy and radiation. Stage IIIA may be amenable to surgical resection, whereas stage IIIB will not Pts with stage IV are incurable and should receive palliative treatment only
	For small cell carcinoma, all pts require chemotherapy with a cisplatin/etoposide-based regimen

	Chapter 50: Colon Cancer
	Does the pt have any GI symptoms?
	Is the pt at any increased risk of developing colon cancer?
	Perform PE
	Consider ordering the following laboratories
	Obtain a CXR
	Obtain colonoscopy and consider imaging study
	Carcinoma of the colon
	TNM Classification for colon cancer
	Staging of colon cancer based on TNM classification
	Differential diagnoses for the symptomatology include
	Treatment is based on the given stage
	As noted above, after treatment, pts should have CEA levels monitored to rule out recurrence. Elevations in the levels likely means metastatic disease

	Chapter 51: Prostate Cancer
	What is the pt’s age and ethnicity?
	Does the pt have a father or a brother who has had prostate cancer?
	Are there any symptoms of advanced disease?
	Perform a PE
	Obtain a PSA tumor marker test
	Obtain a transrectal ultrasound of the prostate with or without MRI
	Order a radionuclide bone scan to detect any bony metastases
	There is little usefulness in CT scan for staging of prostate cancer
	Carcinoma of the prostate
	Gleason score should be available by pathology
	TNM Classification for prostate cancer
	Refer the pt to a urologist, because surgery is the best hope of cure
	If the pt refuses surgery or is not a candidate, radiation is a viable option
	For pts with M+ tumor, androgen deprivation tends to slow the rate of growth
	Chemotherapy is a last resort for palliation


	Part VII: Infectious Disease
	Chapter 52: Fever of Unknown Origin
	Does the pt have symptoms that fit the criteria of fever of unknown (FUO)?
	Does the pt have a history of any autoimmune diseases?
	Has the pt had any exposure to tuberculosis (TB)?
	Does the pt practice unsafe sex or use injection drugs?
	Does the pt have any history of recent travel?
	Has the pt noticed any masses or lumps on the body?
	Is the pt taking any medications?
	Does the pt have any other physical symptoms that may lead you to a diagnosis?
	Ask if the pt is on chronic immunosuppression
	Document the actual severity and frequency of fevers
	Conduct a thorough PE to look for any potential causes of the fever
	Fever of Unknown Origin
	For a differential diagnosis of all other FUOs (a.k.a. Classic FUO), remember ABCs!
	Perform cultures on the pt at all sites
	Order radiographic studies as clinical suspicion warrants
	Administer empiric antibiotics if the pt appears ill or unstable
	Send off other serum studies
	Realize that up to 15% cases of FUO resolve or persist without a confirmed diagnosis

	Chapter 53: Acute Bacterial Endocarditis
	Does the pt have fever, fatigue, muscular pain, or malaise?
	Does the pt have a history of valvular heart disease or rheumatic fever?
	Does the pt have a prosthetic heart valve?
	Has the pt ever used IV drugs?
	Does the pt report any new dyspnea on exertion or decreased exercise tolerance?
	Review VS and perform a PE
	Obtain serial blood cultures
	Review the CBC with differential
	Check U/A for signs of hematuria or RBC casts
	Order rheumatoid factor
	Review the echocardiogram
	If transthoracic echo is negative or inconclusive, consider transesophageal
	Acute Bacterial Endocarditis
	Differential diagnosis
	This disease can be subtle, so using the Duke criteria can be helpful in determining the likelihood that this is endocarditis
	Draw blood cultures and treat first empirically and then based on sensitivities
	Consult Cardiothoracic Surgery for possible surgery if pt has congestive heart failure, abscess, or failure of antibiotics
	Consider consulting Cardiology and Infectious Disease for more advice
	Provide prophylaxis with amoxicillin or clindamycin 1 hr before invasive procedures like dental procedures

	Chapter 54: HIV with Fever
	What is the pt’s last CD4 count and viral load?
	Does the pt have a history of opportunistic infections?
	Does the pt have risk factors for exposure to known infection?
	What medications is the pt taking? Is he or she on HAART or prophylaxis?
	Does the pt have symptoms suggestive of infection?
	Review VS, looking for signs of hemodynamic instability
	Perform a PE
	Evaluate CBC with differential
	Obtain a CD4 count
	Consider further diagnostic studies
	HIV and Fever
	Etiologies
	Ensure that the pt is on appropriate prophylaxis
	Treat based on source of infection

	Chapter 55: Cellulitis
	Does the pt report any recent breaks in the skin?
	Does the pt have any preexisting skin problems?
	Does the pt have diabetes?
	Is the pt using IV drugs or skin popping?
	Is the pt homeless or alcoholic?
	Does the pt have any other medical problems?
	Review the medicines the pt is taking
	Does the pt have any other preexisting immune deficiency?
	Review the VS and perform a PE
	Consider biopsy/culture of the inflamed skin
	Consider obtaining an x-ray or MRI if the lesion overlies superficial bone
	Cellulitis
	Etiologies
	Differential diagnosis
	In general, empiric therapy can begin with Keflex or oxacillin
	If empiric therapy fails or the pt has an underlying immunodeficiency, consider admission for IV antibiotics
	Carefully identify pts who need surgical intervention
	Consult Dermatology in cases that are not clear


	Part VIII: Endocrinology
	Chapter 56: Diabetes
	Does the pt have any risk factors for diabetes?
	What is the pt’s age?
	Does the pt experience the 3 P’s (polyuria, polydipsia, polyphagia)?
	Review VS
	Perform a complete PE, looking specifically for
	Review renal function tests
	Perform diagnostic test
	Check HbA1c
	Review results of a fasting lipid panel
	Check Urinalysis
	Look for evidence of the metabolic syndrome
	Diabetes Mellitus
	Identify and treat pts with DKA/HONK (see p. 128)
	Educate all pts before initiating medications
	Keep treatment goals in mind at each visit
	Begin with oral medications like biguanides or sulfonylurea
	Begin insulin if pt fails to reach goals with oral medications
	Refer pt annually to Ophthalmology, Dentistry, and Podiatry

	Chapter 57: Diabetic Ketoacidosis and Hyperosmolar Nonketotic Coma
	What is the pt’s age?
	Does the pt report any of the 3 P’s (polyuria, polydipsia, polyphagia)?
	Does the pt report recent illness?
	Does the pt have a history of lack of adherence to medications or nutrition?
	Review medications
	Does the pt have VS suggestive of hemodynamic instability?
	Perform a PE
	Perform diagnostic tests to differentiate DKA from HONK
	What is the result of the CBC with differential?
	What are the results of the pt’s renal and liver function tests (LFTs)?
	Consider the ECG
	Severe Hyperglycemia
	Admit to a monitored bed
	Treat precipitating factors
	Provide aggressive fluid resuscitation immediately, even before insulin
	Add D5 to IV fluid when glucose levels approach 250 mg/dL
	IV insulin therapy: load 0.1 to 0.2 U/kg IV and then continuous infusion 0.1U/kg/hr
	Make a flow sheet of important electrolytes and glucose to carefully follow and replace electrolytes
	Finger sticks every hour initially
	Electrolytes, anion gap q2 hrs initially. P, Mg q6 hrs initially
	Repeat ABG after 4 hrs

	Chapter 58: Hypothyroidism
	Does the pt experience symptoms related to a hypothyroid state?
	Does the female pt report changes in her menstrual cycle?
	Does the pt have a history of Graves’ disease?
	Does the pt have risk factors for central hypothyroidism?
	Does the pt have symptoms associated with other pituitary hormones?
	Does the pt have a history of autoimmune disease?
	Does the pt have a history of infiltrative disease?
	Review medications
	Review the pt’s VS for signs of hypothyroidism
	Perform PE
	Review CBC and renal function
	Evaluate the pattern of TSH and thyroid hormone
	Consider antithyroid peroxidase or antithyroglobulin
	Hypothyroidism
	Etiologies
	Identify pts with myxedema coma
	Myxedema coma is a medical emergency
	Admit to monitored bed.
	Avoid aggressive rewarming
	Support respiratory status as needed.
	Look for precipitating cause
	Have low threshold for starting IV antibiotics
	Check cortisol level and replace as needed
	Identify pts with thyroiditis and treat them symptomatically
	Identify primary hypothyroidism and treat with L-thyroxine 1.7 µg/kg/day
	Identify central hypothyroidism and monitor free T4 levels
	Subclinical hypothyroidism is usually monitored and not treated

	Chapter 59: Hyperthyroidism
	Is the pt experiencing any symptoms of hyperthyroidism?
	Has the pt had any fevers?
	Ask women about changes in their menstrual cycles
	Has the pt noticed any weakness?
	Other than weight loss, has the pt noticed any physical changes?
	Is there a family history of thyroid disease?
	Review VS
	Perform a PE
	Send serum for thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH), free T4, and T3 levels
	Order thyroid radioiodine uptake if you cannot delineate the etiology by H&P
	Obtain an ECG
	Hyperthyroidism (thyrotoxicosis)
	Differential diagnosis
	Identify pts with thyroid storm
	Identify pts with thyroiditis
	Hyperadrenergic symptoms can be treated with β-blockers
	Excessive thyroid secretion can be treated with antithyroid drugs
	Indications for radioiodine ablation therapy
	Indications for subtotal thyroidectomy
	Monitor treatment by following free T4 levels
	If the pt has atrial fibrillation or CHF, treat as noted in SOAPs on these illness
	Refer pts with exophthalmos to Ophthalmology. Orbital radiation may be necessary

	Chapter 60: Hyperparathyroidism
	Does the pt have symptoms associated with hypercalcemia?
	Review medications
	Does the pt have recurrent UTI or kidney stones?
	Does the pt have joint pain?
	Is there a family history of similar symptoms?
	Review VS
	Perform a PE
	Review CBC and BUN/Cr
	Check total calcium, albumin, or serum ionized calcium
	To rule out possible lab error, consider checking an arterial blood gas for ionized calcium
	Check parathyroid hormone (PTH) level to assess gland function
	Check phosphate, alkaline phosphatase
	Consider 24-hour urine collection for calcium
	Consider a DEXA scan (see Osteoporosis, p. 140) to rule out osteoporosis
	Consider ECG
	Hyperparathyroidism
	Etiologies
	Differential diagnosis
	Admit pts with symptomatic hypercalcemia
	Administer aggressive IV fluid resuscitation if pt has symptomatic hypercalcemia
	Give loop diuretics once the pt is euvolemic
	Give calcitonin and bisphosphonates if aggressive IV fluids or loop diuretics are contraindicated or not working
	Educate pts to avoid dehydration, diuretics, and excess calcium
	Monitor asymptomatic pts closely
	Secondary hyperparathyroidism caused by chronic renal failure

	Chapter 61: Adrenal Insufficiency
	Has the pt had weakness, fatigue, dizziness, polyuria, or excessive thirst?
	Has the pt had any other symptoms suggestive of adrenal insufficiency?
	Has the pt noticed any changes in skin color?
	When did these symptoms begin?
	Does the pt or anyone in the family have autoimmune problems such as thyroid disease, type 1 diabetes, vitiligo, or lupus?
	If the pt is a woman, has she noticed any changes in menstruation?
	Does the pt have any headaches or visual changes?
	Ask the pt about HIV risk factors
	Has the pt ever developed a leg clot?
	What medicines does the pt use?
	Does the pt have cancer or a history of previous cancer?
	Review VS
	Perform a PE
	What are the results of CBC and chemistry panel?
	Perform diagnostic tests
	Consider imaging studies
	Consider biopsy of adrenal mass for definitive diagnosis
	Adrenal Insufficiency
	Differential diagnosis and possible comorbidities
	Determine if the AI is acute or chronic
	If acute AI, initiate workup but do not wait for results, because this condition is life-threatening. Give hydrocortisone 100 mg blous, then 100 to 200 mg IV over 24 hrs and fluid resuscitation with IV fluid
	If chronic AI, give hydrocortisone 20 to 30 mg/day
	Determine if it is primary or secondary/tertiary chronic AI
	If primary AI, give fludrocortisone (mineralocorticoid replacement) 0.05 to 1.0 mg/day.
	Regardless of type of AI, workup underlying cause and treat

	Chapter 62: Cushing’s Syndrome
	Does the pt complain of proximal muscle weakness?
	Does the pt report weight gain?
	Is there evidence of androgen excess?
	Does the pt have a history of conditions associated with cortisol excess?
	Review medications
	Examine the VS for signs of excess cortisol
	Perform a complete PE, looking especially for
	Review basic metabolic panel
	Perform a screening test
	Order tests needed to determine etiology
	Order appropriate imaging
	Consider petrosal venous sinus catheterization and measurement of ACTH
	Cushing’s Syndrome
	Cushing’s Disease
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